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WOMEN WHO TRAVEL

Meet the Woman Working to Save a Piece of Black
History on Cape Cod

Nyanyika Banda wants to preserve the legacy of her grandmother's B&B for a new generation of

Black travelers.

BY KATIE LOCKHART

November 3, 2020

Growing up in Massachusetts, Nyanyika Banda fondly remembers Thanksgiving dinners on

Cape Cod, surrounded by a cacophony of cousins shouting over plates full of turkey and

trimmings. Her great-grandmother Marie Elliott, or Gram, was always a respected,

matriarchal presence at the head of the table.
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Although she died when Banda was still young, Elliott's impact on both her family and Cape

Cod has been long-lasting. In 1950, she became the first Black person to purchase land on Cape

Cod; six-acres and a large Victorian home that soon became Wagon Wheel Bed & Breakfast.

Over the next several decades, it was known as a safe place for Black travelers visiting The

Upper Cape during the Jim Crow era.

The Wagon Wheel was featured in the Green Book and Ebony Magazine, and frequented by

numerous Black artists, writers, and musicians before it closed in the 1970s. Yet it wasn't until

she was in her 30s that Banda, a celebrated chef, writer, and entrepreneur, started to ask

questions and learn more about the Wagon Wheel. “For some reason, growing up, my family

didn’t think these stories were worth sharing,” she says. “[But] the impression I had was that it

was a space filled with a lot of joy.”

Marie Elliott with Banda's mother, Martha.  Courtesy Nyanyika Banda

Decades later, Banda wants to revive the historic piece of Black history on Cape Cod. When

Elliott died, the land and properties were split between her five children. The Wagon Wheel is

now the vacation home of Banda’s cousin, who hopes it will one day become a small conference
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space or writer’s retreat; Banda wants to register it as a historical landmark so that people can

come and tour the home. 

She also has her sights set on a larger project. On the land near the original Wagon Wheel,

Banda’s great Aunt Connie, Elliott’s eldest daughter, built a large four-story home to live in.

After she passed away this past spring, the house is set to be foreclosed on by the bank in

January, and Banda has started a GoFundMe page to buy it and turn it into Martha’s Daughter

B&B and restaurant, an homage to the Wagon Wheel and her mother, Martha. “That house

was a safe space for Black people in the 50s and 60s during Jim Crow,” says Banda. “I want to

make it something that celebrates that history.”

The original Wagon Wheel on the Elliott Estates Nyanyika Banda

Cape Cod may be known for a variety of things, from its beaches and lobster rolls, but diversity

doesn’t make the list. The 2000 Census showed 96 percent of all residents on Cape Cod were

white, with just two percent being Black or African American. Nearly 20 years later, in 2017,

the American Community Survey showed the population of Black or African-American

residents increased by a tiny fraction to 2.7 percent. After 70 years, the Elliott family's land is

still the only Black-owned land in the area.

“I grew up in Amherst, a very unique bubble of celebrating diversity. The Cape is the polar

opposite of that,” says Banda. “I have lots of Black friends who have never spent time on the

Cape because they don’t see it as a welcoming place for Black people.”

As the Black Lives Matter movement continues to demand urgent change in racial equality,

supporting Black entrepreneurship is an essential part of enacting progress. “It's becoming

clear to the general American public that we haven't been doing a very good job of supporting

Black Americans. [But] there's a lot of stories that can be told and should be told,” says Banda.
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“It's feeling less and less safe to be Black in America right now, and 70 years ago, it was not safe

to be Black in America. My great grandmother created a space where people felt safe. I want to

make sure that we always have somewhere safe.”

With the help of the GoFundMe, Banda envisions Martha’s Daughter—which shares its name

with her previous restaurant in Duluth—will have suites on the bottom floor and the top, plus

three other bedrooms for couples or individuals. And while the original Wagon Wheel’s

memorabilia was lost due to disrepair in the 2000s, she is confident that the spirit of the

Wagon Wheel and her Gram will always be a big part of Martha’s Daughter.

One of the most ambitious projects will be converting the large backyard into a sustainable

garden to grow vegetables for an on-site restaurant, which will celebrate the African diaspora

with food sourced from area BIPOC farmers and vendors. “We will have clams, lobster, and

seafood on the menu. But I do also want to highlight my other side, which is from Malawi,”

says Banda. She plans to take inspiration from her great grandmother’s famous recipes, too,

including garden-picked blueberry cupcakes and strawberry rhubarb pie.

The GoFundMe has some way to go before it reaches its $300,000 goal by the end of the year

—and that sum is just a portion of the capital needed to purchase the house. Yet Banda remains

optimistic. “It's definitely not something that I'm ready to give up on yet,” she says. “There is

this part of me that feels my ancestors watching over, pushing me along.”
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